An online tutorial for direct enthalpy calculations, using the example of guest B2 binding to host CB7, will be posted with or shortly after publication of this article; see http://ambermd.org/tutorials/. The tutorial makes several adaptations, relative to the methods detailed here, for the sake of simplicity and computational speed. First, the number of explicit waters is set to exactly 1500 for each simulation. Second, for each simulation, a second NPT equilibration step is carried out at 1 bar, with the system's volume recorded every 100 fs. These volume data are used to calculate the average box volume associated with the pressure of 1 bar. The subsequent 500 ns production NVT run uses this average volume, and saves potential energy values every 1 ps. All other simulation parameters match the protocol used in main study. The resulting binding enthalpy is within k b T of the value reported in the main text.
. Binding enthalpies (kcal/mol) from experiment (expt), and calculations with the TIP3P water model (calc), along with decompositions of the calculated result into solute--solute, solute--solvent and solvent--solvent contributions, as noted. 
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Results from TIP4P--Ew Water Model
This section presents further details of the binding enthalpy calculations obtained with the TIP4P--Ew water model, instead of TIP3P. As shown in Figure S1 , these results correlate with experiment, but they yield a significantly larger offset (mean signed error --6.75 kcal/mol, y--intercept --6.4 kcal/mol) than the TIP3P results (mean signed error --2.97 kal/mol kcal/mol y--intercept --1.1 kcal/mol). 
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The decomposition of the TIP4P--Ew binding enthalpies into energy terms, Table S2, may be  compared with the corresponding decomposition for TIP3P, Table 2 in the main text. The Lennard--Jones contributions again are uniformly favorable, consistent with net increases in the number of atoms close to the host and guest in the bound versus the free states ( Δ close N ).
However, the net electrostatic contributions now are uniformly favorable. This increase in electrostatic interactions correlates with TIP4P--Ew's overestimation of the overall binding enthalpies, and may derive, at least in part, from the fact that TIP4P--Ew somewhat underestimates the dielectric constant of water 1 . However, more subtle factors may also be involved. The TIP4P--Ew results are decomposed into solute--solute, solute--solvent, and solvent--solvent terms in Table S3, which is analogous to Table S1 for TIP3P, above. 
Simulation Convergence and Numerical Error Analysis
Blocking analysis 2 was used to estimate the standard deviation of the mean (σ) potential energy for each simulation. The reported standard deviations of the mean values are based on the use of 1000 blocks for each simulation which corresponds to 2 ns worth of frames per block. Most of the blocking analysis plots plateau by 200 ps worth of data per block (100 blocks), and all by the 2.0 ns time. We used blocks of 2.0 ns to evaluate the standard deviations of the mean values. Extending the block sizes from 200 ps to 2.0 ns led to increases in the estimated standard deviation of the mean of at most 0.005 / 0.012 kcal/mol (TIP3P / TIP4P--Ew). Furthermore, we note that the estimates of the standard deviation of the mean from blocking analysis were independently verified via direct calculation of the autocorrelation function. The associated statistical inefficiency values 3 point to autocorrelation times of the potential energy estimates that are less than 1.0 ps. Table S4 details the resulting standard deviation value for all simulations, along with the resulting uncertainties in the binding enthalpies for all guests. 3 We also investigated whether or not estimates of the standard deviation of the mean for the nonbonded force field terms (e.g. Lennard--Jones and electrostatics) differ significantly from the standard deviation of the mean for the total potential energy. The standard deviation of the mean for the nonbonded components to the enthalpy change on binding is 0.27 kcal/mol for the guests G8 and G9 binding to CB7. This is somewhat larger than the standard deviation of the mean for the total binding enthalpy for the same guests, 0.17 kcal/mol, so there must be anticorrelation among the fluctuations of individual energy components. Nonetheless, 0.27 kcal/mol remains small relative to the physically interesting differences of the nonbonded components across the different host--guest systems. The valence component of the binding enthalpy is particularly unfavorable (at least 2.5 kcal/mol) for both G8 and G9. Direct computation of the standard deviation of the mean of the valence term yields a value of 0.01 kcal/mol for each independent simulation. The combined standard deviation of the mean of the valence component for the full binding cycle is 0.02 kcal/mol. Therefore, the striking valence penalty upon binding for G8 (over 4 kcal/mol) and G9 (over 2.5 kcal/mol) is statistically significant. Figure S2 shows the convergence graphs and blocking analyses for all four simulations used to compute the binding enthalpy of CB7 with B11, the most flexible and highly charged (+4) guest. Orientational sampling of this guest around the symmetry axis of CB7 is demonstrated in Figure  S3 , which shows a representative snapshot of the complex, along with a time--averaged structure where all snapshots were aligned based on the host. Thorough orientational sampling is confirmed by the fact that the averaged guest coordinates fall on the host's symmetry axis. 
Sensitivity to Simulation Parameters and Approximations
NPT versus NVT simulations
Production simulations are often carried out under conditions of constant volume, for the sake of computational performance, with the volume locked at that of the last snapshot of a constant pressure equilibration simulation. However, the normal fluctuations of the volume during the constant pressure equilibration stage mean that the volume used in the subsequent production run may be significantly different from the mean volume associated with the intended pressure. We therefore ran additional binding enthalpy calculations for CB7 with guest A2, in order to examine the sensitivity of the mean potential energy to the choice of volume. Thus, for each system (CB7--A2 complex, pure water, free A2 and free CB7), we ran three NVT simulations, each for an additional 100 ns after the 1 µs NPT production run, where the box volumes were set to: a) the average box volume from the previous 1 µs; b) the smallest box volume generated during the 1 µs NPT run; and c) the largest box volume generated during the 1 µs NPT run. As shown in Figure S4 and Table S5 , the mean energies and resulting binding enthalpy vary significantly with box volume. As expected, the binding enthalpy estimate from NVT simulations using the average volumes from the corresponding prior NPT runs closely matches the reference NPT result to within 0.3 kcal/mol. However, the binding enthalpy estimate from the largest volume simulations deviates by 1.8 kcal/mol, and the binding enthalpy estimate from smallest volume simulations deviates --9.5 kcal/mol. The pathology is exacerbated if one combines potential energy estimates from simulations whose volumes deviate above and below their NPT averages, which is a realistic possibility with common simulation practices. The worst--case scenario for the present set of simulations occurs when one combines the large volume simulations for the pure water and complex with the small volume simulations for the free guest and free host: the result is a computed binding enthalpy 161 kcal/mol less favorable than the estimate from the NPT simulations. Based on this analysis, we opted to compute binding enthalpies with average energies obtained from NPT production runs. Figure S4 . Graphs of mean energies versus volume for the four simulations used to calculate the binding enthalpy of A2 with CB7. 
Single--, Double, and Mixed Precision Simulations
In order to improve computational performance, AMBER's GPU code currently defaults to a mixture of single precision and fixed point (SPFP) variables for computing and storing values throughout the simulation 4 . We investigated how the precision of the integrator affects the present calculations for CB7 and A2, by taking advantage of the fact that the code can be recompiled to carry out all GPU calculations and accumulation of stored values in double precision (DPDP). We extended the current 1 µs simulations of free CB7, pure water, free A2, and the complex CB7--A2 each for an additional 200 ns, using both the SPFP and DPDP compiled integrators. Care was taken to ensure that, while the random number seed for assigning velocities was different among the four simulations, the same seed value was assigned for the SPFP and DPDP versions of each simulation. Therefore any drift in the measured energies resulted only from the difference in integrators. As shown in Table S6 , switching from SPFP to DPDP changed the mean potential energies by no more than 0.13 kcal/mol, which is commensurate with the standard deviation of the mean. Thus, the use of the SPFP mixed precision model does not appear to have an adverse effect on the binding enthalpy calculations. 
Nonbonded Cutoff Distance
We examined the sensitivity of the binding enthalpy computed for CB7 and A2 to the choice of the Lennard--Jones interaction cutoff, by recomputing the potential energy for every snapshot in the four DPDP simulations mentioned above, using a distance cutoff of 14 Å (the maximum value for the box size when generating the nonbonded pair list) instead of 9 Å. As shown in Table S7 , the differences in the individual mean energies are within 0.17 kcal/mol, and the change in the resulting binding enthalpy is 0.07 kcal/mol, which is within the numerical uncertainty. Therefore, the 9 Å cutoff distance appears to be adequate. Table S7 . Average potential energies and binding enthalpy (kcal/mol) for CB7 and A2, with TIP3P explicit water, from 200 ns simulations in the NPT ensemble using the original cutoff (9 Å) or a longer cutoff (14 Å). Long range Lennard--Jones corrections 5, 6 were also applied during the simulations used in this study. While these correction values are constant for a given system's atomic composition, box volume, and cutoff value, and thus do not contribute to the forces during the simulation, their values can be significant in magnitude and are always favorable. However, we found that the net impact of these corrections on the binding enthalpy estimate is negligible. As shown in Table  S8 , the difference in binding enthalpy of B2 with CB7 with the corrections turned on or off is only --0.09 kcal/mol. This difference is well within the standard deviation of the mean of the binding enthalpy estimate. Table S8 . Average potential energies and binding enthalpies (kcal/mol) for CB7 and B2, with TIP3P explicit water, with long range LJ corrections turned on or off. Both calculations used the same set of snapshots, which were generated by a simulation that with the long--ranged LJ correction turned on. 
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Some of the present simulations have N w,AB+ ≠ N w,B+ due to a slight imbalance in the number of waters (33 for TIP3P and 31 for TIP4P--Ew) between the simulations. To check for any possible consequences due to the small difference in chloride concentration, we reran the B11 and pure water simulations for the TIP3P water model, with the water counts exactly matched between the B11 free and bound simulations. We chose B11 because this is the guest with the greatest charge (+4), and hence the most chloride counterions and, presumably, the maximal consequences of counterion dilution. The simulation with matched water counts agreed with the prior simulation to within --0.04 kcal/mol. We also tested whether or not adding an additional 1000 waters to the bound and unbound simulation of cationic guest B5, for both water models, would change the results. For TIP3P, the enthalpy estimate was shifted by 0.24 kcal/mol, and for TIP4P--Ew, the estimate was shifted by 0.26 kcal/mol. Especially given the increased energy fluctuations for these larger water boxes, this shift is commensurate with the estimated uncertainties of the mean potential energies. Thus, the concentration of chloride counterions does not appear to be a significant determinant of the computed binding enthalpies.
Ion Balance in Binding Enthalpy Calculations
We consider the case of a cationic guest, B+, which binds a neutral host, A, to form the cationic complex AB+. The definition of the binding enthalpy as the difference in the partial molar enthalpies of the products versus the reactants is:
Following the formalism in the manuscript, the partial molar enthalpies are written as differences in mean energy, now explicitly considering that the energy calculations for the cationic species include a dissolved Cl--anion necessary to set the total charge 0 within the simulations:
, , 
Details of Energy Minimization and Equilibration Procedure
Prior to production simulations, each system underwent multiple stages of energy minimization, followed by equilibration with a Langevin thermostat 7 and Berendsen barostat 8 . Energy minimization proceeded in five steps, where the first four steps involved a gradual reduction of harmonic restraints applied to the solute(s). The harmonic restraints were 500.0, 100.0, 20.0, and 1.0 kcal/mol/Å 2 in strength, to allow only the water to relax via, respectively, 500, 500, 250, and 100 steps of steepest descent followed by up to 4,000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization until the root--mean--square of the gradient was less than 0.0001 kcal/mol--Å. The system was then further energy--minimized with the restraints removed for another 500 steps of steepest descent, again followed by up to 4,000 steps of conjugate gradient with the same convergence criterion as before. Equilibration of the system began by heating the system to 300K over 2 ns, using a Langevin thermostat with the collision frequency set to 1.0 ps --1 , in the NVT ensemble, with 2 fs integration steps, with the solute atoms restrained with 5.0 kcal/mol/Å 2 harmonic restraints. To finish the equilibration process, the restraints were removed, and the system was simulated in the NPT ensemble for 4 ns with a 1 fs integration time step, using the previous thermostat parameters and the Berendsen barostat with the pressure set to 1 bar and the relaxation time set to 2 ps. We validated the pressure regulation by running 500 ns of simulation for B2 bound to CB7, saving pressure data every 100 fs instead of every 2ps in order to gather more extensive statistics. This calculation yielded a mean pressure of 1 bar with a standard error of the mean equal to 0.12 bar and a standard deviation of the instantaneous pressure of 220 bar. Particle Mesh Ewald 9-11 was used to calculate the full electrostatic interaction energies in the periodic system for both the NVT and NPT simulations, and SHAKE 12 was turned on for all bonds involving hydrogen. Nonbonded interactions had a cutoff value set to 10.0 Å for all of the minimization and equilibration steps.
